In the first part of this paper we show that the Shortest Common Superstring problem is NP-complete even if all strings are of the simple form 10plOq, p,q E N. This result closes the gap left between the polynomial cases where all strings are of the form Op104 or all strings are of the form lop1 and NP-complete cases when strings have a more complicated structure. In the second part of the paper we use the above result to investigate the complexity of 2-machine flow-shop and open-shop problems with machines that have to coordinate their starting times, i.e. when one machine starts an operation the other machine also starts an operation or has to be idle at that time.
Introduction
Given a set Y of strings over an alphabet C the Shortest Common Superstring problem is to find a shortest string that contains each string in _IZ as a substring (i.e. a consecutive block of characters). It is well known that the Shortest Common Superstring problem is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of size 2 [4] . Moreover, the problem remains NP-complete if all given strings have a simple structure, e.g. if every given string is of one of the forms OPlOqlO'l or lOPlOqlO', p,q,r~ N [7] (i.e. each string contains exactly three ones). When every given string is of the form OPlOq or every string is of the form lop1 the problem can be solved in polynomial time [7] . In the first half of this paper we close the remaining gap showing that even the case that every given string is of the form 1OPlOq is NP-complete. The motivation for this study is that this version of the Shortest Common Superstring problem has applications in Scheduling and the planning of experiments. This is elaborated in the second half of this paper where we study the complexity of 2-machine flow shop and open shop problems with machines that have to coordinate their starting times.
Basic definitions and notation
For a string S = $1~2 . . . s, the length n of S is denoted by IS]. A string S is a SU- In this paper we consider the problem to schedule a set of jobs on two identical machines Ml and M2. A job J = (P, Q) consists of two operations where the first operation P has to be scheduled on MI and the second operation Q on M2. Operation P (Q) has processing time t(P) (t(Q)). The two operations of a job cannot be processed at the same time. A machine can process at most one operation at a time.
In the open shop problem we have no precedence relations between the operations of a job. In the flow shop problem it is required that for each job the operation on Ml has to be finished before the operation on M2 can start. In all our scheduling problems we want to minimize the makespan Cmax, i.e. the time interval between the start time of the first operation and the finish time of the last operation. In the no wait versions of our problems we require that the two operations of a job are processed directly one after the other. We use the classification that is widely used in the literature for scheduling problems (see e.g. 
Shortest common superstring
In this section we present our result concerning the Shortest Common Superstring problem. Ti, E 9'2i, _ 1 is the predecessor of 7;:. Assume that Q, j+' mod3 is not the successor of Q;.
Then there must be another string Q!I E 9ii,_i with I* > I that is a successor of Q[. This implies that there must exist a string QL*** E P'zi,-i with I** > I that has a successor in a set Z,!, with j' > 2ij -1. This is a contradiction to Claim 2. The case Xi, = &,, is similar. 0
Proof of Theorem 1 (conclusion). From Claim 5 we derive that each clause contains
at least one true literal. 0 (ii) R2: Mi can start processing an operation at a time only when M2 is idle or also starts processing an operation at the same time.
Scheduling with coordinated starting times
(iii) R3: Same as R2 but with A41 interchanged with 442.
Observe that every schedule for the no wait two machine flow shop problem fulfills constraint R3. Thus, we consider only constraint R2 for this problem. Let 9' (respectively 9) be the set of first (respectively second) operations of the jobs in 2.
Let a= EYE, (t(pi")+t(P,V'))+C';=, (t(p,C,)+t(P,C,)+t(P,F,))+Cj~, (t(fi))+t(P/)) be the sum of the processing times of all (first) operations in 9. Observe that a equals also the sum of the processing times of all (second) operations in 9. Let k = a+n(m+ l)+ 1.
Assume that we have a % satisfying truth assignment of V. Let exactly one true literal in each clause be marked. For a clause Cl = {Xi, ,Xjz,Xj, } with 1 < ji < j2 < js < n andXj,=vj,,VXj~=Ej~,hE[1:3]letXj, bethemarkedtrueliteralforaniE [1:3] . We schedule the jobs Jtl, Jr2, Jf3 corresponding to Cl as follows. Pfj,, PFj,+, mod 3, P&+2 mod 3 are scheduled in this order on MI and Q&, Q&+, mod,, Q&+z,,,, in this order on M2 as indicated in Fig. 1 . If uh is a true and CI,,CI~ ,..., Clh, 11<12< ... < lh are the clauses which contain t$, as a marked literal we schedule the operations corresponding to this clauses and this variable as follows (cf. Observe that the sum of the idle times of MZ during the two blocks of operations corresponding to uh (i.e. between Qzh_i and Q&,-i and between Q2h and Qi,) is (m + 1). Altogether we have at most n(m + 1) idle time steps on Mz during the blocks of operations corresponding to all variables vi to v,. It is easy to see that we can combine the blocks of operations such that the whole schedule needs time at most k=cc$n(m+ I)+ 1. On the other hand let a schedule S for 2 on Ml and M2 be given with Cmax< k. W.1.o.g. let S be such that at no time step < Cmax both processors are idle. For iE [1:2n] set
Note, that Ipi 1 = Ii&i(. Clearly, no operation in a set 4, i E [ 1: 2n] can start on Ml at a time when no operation starts at the same on M2 or when an operation in a set Qj with i # j starts on M2 at the same time (this would cause at least X -~tz + 1 > a -k idle time steps on one of the machines). Thus, when an operation in Pi starts on Ml there must be an operation from Qi starting on M2 at the same time and vice versa. and E = 9 x 9 where the weight of an edge w( {P;., Qj}) = min{t(P;)), t(Qj)} if i fj and w( {Pi, Qi}) = 0, i, j E [ 1: n]. A matching is a subset E' of E such that no two edges in E' share a common vertex. The weight E' is the sum of the weights of the edges in E'. 
